Identification of survival-promoting OSIP108 peptide variants and their internalization in human cells.
The plant-derived decapeptide OSIP108 increases tolerance of yeast and human cells to apoptosis-inducing agents, such as copper and cisplatin. We performed a whole amino acid scan of OSIP108 and conducted structure-activity relationship studies on the induction of cisplatin tolerance (CT) in yeast. The use of cisplatin as apoptosis-inducing trigger in this study should be considered as a tool to better understand the survival-promoting nature of OSIP108 and not for purposes related to anti-cancer treatment. We found that charged residues (Arg, His, Lys, Glu or Asp) or a Pro on positions 4-7 improved OSIP108 activity by 10% or more. The variant OSIP108[G7P] induced the most pronounced tolerance to toxic concentrations of copper and cisplatin in yeast and/or HepG2 cells. Both OSIP108 and OSIP108[G7P] were shown to internalize equally into HeLa cells, but at a higher rate than the inactive OSIP108[E10A], suggesting that the peptides can internalize into cells and that OSIP108 activity is dependent on subsequent intracellular interactions. In conclusion, our studies demonstrated that tolerance/survival-promoting properties of OSIP108 can be significantly improved by single amino acid substitutions, and that these properties are dependent on (an) intracellular target(s), yet to be determined.